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Abstract: Tungsten spectra have been observed from Large Helical Device (LHD) in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 

wavelength ranges o f 10-650A. When the electron temperature is less than 2keV, the EUV spectra from plasma 

core are dominated by unresolved transition array (UTA) composing o f a lot o f spectral lines, e.g., 6g-4f, 5g-4f, 

5f-4d and 5p-4d transitions for Wナ24一33 in 15-35A. In order to understand the UTA spectrum, the EUV spectra 

measured from LHD plasmas are compared to those measured from Compact electron Beam Ion Trap (CoBIT), in 

which the electron beam is operated with monoenergetic energy o f Ee<2keV. The tungsten spectra from LHD are 

well analyzed based on the knowledge from CoBIT tungsten spectra. The collisional-radiative (C-R) model has 

been developed to explain the UTA spectra from LHD in details. Radial profiles o f EUY spectra from highly 

ionized tungsten ions have been measured and analyzed by impurity transport simulation code with ADPAK atomic 

database to examine the ionization balance determined by ionization and recombination rate coefficients. I f  the 

electron temperature is higher than 2keV, Zn-like W XLV (W44+) and Cu-like W XLVI (W45+) spectra can be 

observed in LHD. Such ions o f W44’ and W45’ can exhibit much simpler atomic configuration compared to other 

ionization stages o f tungsten. Quantitative analysis o f the tungsten density is attempted for the first time on the 

radial profile o f Zn-like W XLV (W 44f) 4p-4s transition measured at 60.9A, based on the emission rate coefficient 

calculated with HULLAC code. As a result, a total tungsten ion density o f 3.5x10,0cm'3 at the plasma center o f 

LHD is reasonably obtained. Finally, the present problem for tungsten diagnostics in fusion plasmas is 

summarized.

1 .Introduction
Recently, tungsten spectra have been widely studied in 

fusion research because the tungsten was adopted as 

divertor material o f ITER instead o f carbon which has 

been used for most o f fusion devices ,l"31. A t present, 

however, atomic data on the tungsten necessary for the 

impurity transport study are entirely insufficient {4'6l  

The tungsten spectroscopy has been also started in

Large Helical Device (LHD) by injecting carbon pellet 

included a small amount o f tungsten 

Many tungsten line emissions have been measured so 

far from high-temperature tokamak plasmas in 

different wavelength ranges o f EUV to visible light. 

A t least, however, the spectral line which has been 

used for the plasma diagnostics is basically only one 

neutral tungsten line emitted at 4009A Since the
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Fig.l Ionization energy 〇f W ions with charge 
state of q . Hatched and striped areas indicate
electron temperature ranges at Tc=Ej for NBI 
discharges in LHD and typical discharges in ITER,
respectively.

The energy level among sublevels is illustrated in Fig.2 

(a). In the impurity diagnostics the electric dipole 

transition as the resonance transition is usually 

measured for the impurity diagnostics o f fusion 

plasmas due to the simple configuration. Then, the 

ionic sequence with one or two electrons in the outside 

bound orbit has been used for the diagnostics, i.e., H- 

or He-like, L i- or Be-like, Na- or Mg-like and so on. 

Looking at Fig. 2 ⑻  Pr- (W 15+) or Ce-like (W i6+) ions 

are also the good candidate for tungsten diagnostics. 

However, the ionization energies in such ions o f W ,:>' 

and W 16, are entirely overlapped with those in partially 

4f-subshell-ionized ions o f W 丨2+ and W27+. The 

spectra from Pr- and Ce-like ions are not therefore 

simple due to the presence o f several electrons in the 

outside bound orbit. The possible candidate for 

measuring the resonance transition in simpler ionic 

sequences is to use Zn- (W44 ) or Cu-like (W454) ions

tungsten line at 4009A is well isolated from other lines

and the line intensity is not so weak, it has been 

frequently used for studying the plasma wall 

interaction l8]. However, any quantitative analysis has 

not been done on the tungsten diagnostics in the 

plasma edge in addition to the plasma core. Then, a 

problem in stuaying the tungsten transport o f fusion 

plasmas is summarized in the present paper.

2. Ionization energy of tungsten ions
Figure 1 shows the ionization energy o f tungsten ions 

as a function o f the charge state I9]. The electron 

temperature range in NBI discharges o f LHD is 

indicated with gray hatched region. The highest 

charge state o f tungsten ions which can be observed 

from LHD plasmas is probably N i-like W46+. Since 

the central temperature o f ITER is very high as 

indicated with gray striped region, the atomic 

configuration o f partially L-shell-ionized tungsten ions 

in the plasma core is simple and the impurity 

diagnostics using such ions is relatively easier. 

However, the partially N- and O-shell-ionized tungsten 

ions existing in the edge plasma o f ITER still have 

many electrons in the bound orbit forming complicated 

atomic structure. The spectroscopic study o f tungsten 

ions in LHD can give the information on such ions for 

the edge plasma diagnostics o f ITER.
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Category II Shigeru MORITA
for tungsten diagnostics. The 4p-4s resonance 

transition for such two ions illustrated in Fig.2 (b) 

becomes quite simpler compared to transitions for 

other ionization stages. Here, it should be noticed

that the production o f the W44̂  and W45* ions needs a 

relatively high electron temperature discharge as 

estimated from F ig.1.
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Fig.2 (a) Ionization levels o f tungsten among sublevels and (b) 4p-4s resonance transitions for Zn-like W 44+ 
and Cu-like W 45+ ions. The ionization level o f '4 f  sublevel is overlapped w ith  that o f f5s* sublevel.

Fig.3 (a) LH D  tungsten EUV spectra at 10-45A (left) w ith 6g-4f, 5g-4f, 5f-4d and 5g-4f transitions in 
d ifferent electron temperatures o f (b)1.7keV, (c)1.15keV, (d) 0.78keV； (e) 0.54keV, (f) 0.34keV and (g) 
0.13keV and at 45-70A (righ t) w ith  4f-4d, 4d-4p and 5d-4f transitions in d ifferent electron temperatures o f (b)

no
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1.7keV, (c)1.15keV, (d) 0.78kcV, (e) 0.54keV, (f) 0.34keV and (g) 0.13keV observed after carbon pellet 
injection with tungsten. Reference spectrum at Tc=3.0keV before pellet injection is plotted in (a). The 
5d-4f transitions from W -W ions in 45-70A interval are appeared at relatively low temperature range.

15 20 25 30 35
Wavelength (A)

Fig.4 CoBIT tungsten EUV spectra with electron beam energies of (a) 950eV and (b)1370eV, and (c) 
comparison between LHD EUV spectrum and composed spectrum of 6g-4f, 5g-4f, 5f-4d, 5p-4d transitions 
analyzed by HULLAC code against CoBIT spectra of (a) and (b).

3. EUV spectra from tungsten ions with lower 
ionization stages in LHD
A cylindrical carbon pellet ( l^ m m ^ x l^ m m 1̂) with a 

small amount o f tungsten enclosed in a narrow hole [101 
is injected in NBI discharges to observe the tungsten 

spectra. The tungsten spectra measured from LHD 

using EUV spectrometers ,I1J21 are plotted in Fig.3 as a 

parameter o f central electron temperature at two 

different wavelength ranges o f 10-45A (left) and 

45-70A (right). The EUV spectrum is recorded with 

sampling time o f 5ms and a few frames are summed up 

for the plots. Several tungsten lines in such

wavelength ranges have been already identified as 

earlier works [13]. The spectra observed before the 

pellet injection shown in Fig.3 (a) indicate He- and 

H-like emissions from intrinsic impurities o f carbon 

and oxygen. The wavelength o f tungsten emissions is 

determined using these lines. Since the A1 pellet is 

injected in previous discharges, A1XI line is seen at 

48.3A.
The unresolved transition array (UTA) seen in Fig.3 

(left) consists o f the following transitions at various 

ionization stages o f tungsten ions;

( 1 ) 6g-4f (20-40A) and 5g-4f (20-45人）
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transitions for 4s24p64d104fq configurations

(2) 5f-4d (18-30A) and 5p-4d (20-45A)

transitions for 4s24p64dq configurations.

The shape o f UTA changes with electron temperature 

because the radial location o f tungsten ions also 

changes as a function o f electron temperature. The 

transition array moves to longer wavelength side with 

decreasing electron temperature. It means that the 

tungsten emission from lower ionization stages exists 

in longer wavelength side, while the identification o f 

each spectral line is entirely d ifficult due to the 

formation o f UTA.

Similar UTA is also seen in Fig.3 (right), which 

consists o f the following transitions;

( 1)  4f-4d (45-55A) and 4d-4p (45-70A)
transitions for 4s24pq4d「4 f  configurations in 

W 17+-W43+ ions.

(2) 5d-4f (45-70A) transitions for 4s24p64dq4 f 
configurations in W 丨7’ -W 274 ions.
In order to analyze the UTA in 15-3 5A  the tungsten 

spectra are observed from CoBIT working in NIFS. 

The EUV spectra from tungsten ions are shown in 

Figs.4 (a) and (b), which are observed at electron beam 

energies o f 950 and 1370eV，respectively. The UTA 

are analyzed using HULLAC code with the presence 

o f monoenergetic electrons. The results are also 

plotted in the same figures for the comparison. The 

EUV spectra observed from CoBIT are well explained 

by the present analysis with four transitions o f 6g-4f, 

5f-4d, 5f-4d and 5p-4d. The four transitions obtained 

from HULLAC code are compared with the LHD

Category II ______________________________ Shigeru MORITA 
spectrum, as shown in Fig.4 (c). The contribution o f

each transition to the LHD spectrum is distinct, when 

the CoBIT spectra are used for the analysis on the 

LHD spectrum. We thus understand that the 

EBIT/CoBIT data are very useful for spectral analysis 

o f high-Z elements in the fusion plasma.

The modeling o f EUV spectra from highly ionized 

tungsten has been also developed in NIFS l151. At 

present, the collisional-radiative (CR) model is 

constructed for tungsten ions (W ^) with ionization 

stages o f q=20 to 45, considering parameter range o f 

LHD. Atomic data are calculated by HULLAC code 

under Maxwellian electron velocity distribution. In 

the present modeling the excited fine structure levels 

up to n=6 (1<5) are considered, while the

recombination process is not included. Therefore, the 

level population o f 2,000-26,000 sublevels is examined 

for one ion.

4. Quantitative analysis of Zn-like (W44+) tungsten 
The Zn-like (W44+) tungsten spectrum can be observed 

at 60.9a  lr the electron temperature is higher than 2.3 

keV, as shown in Figs.5 (a) - (e). The Zn-like 

tungsten is emitted with strong intensity in the range o f

2.J<Tc<3.2keV, but it begins to disappear when the 

electron temperature increases above 3.2keV, since the 

ion moves to outer side o f the LHD plasma. 

The Zn-like tungsten at 60.9A is a little blended with 

other lines at the shorter and longer wavelength sides. 

Ga-like tungsten (W43+) exists at 60.5A in shorter 

wavelength side o f Zn-like tungsten. In the longer

1 1 2
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Fig.6 Waveforms of (a) electron density and (b) 
temperature after injection of cylindrical carbon 
pellet with tungsten in LHD and
(c) temperature dependence of Zn-like (W44+) 4p-4s 
transition at 60.9A (observation: solid circles and 
impurity transport calculation: solid line). The 
pellet is injected at 3.85s in NBI discharge and 
Zn-like tungsten is analyzed for 4.4-4.8s indicated 
with hatched area.

In order to examine the accuracy o f the rate 

coefficients used in the impurity transport code the 

intensity o f Zn-like tungsten is analyzed against the 

electron temperature using the temperature recovery 

phase after injection o f the carbon pellet with tungsten. 

Electron density and temperature behavior after the 

impurity pellet injection is shown in Figs.6 (a) and (b), 

respectively. The density rise, Anc, after injection o f 

tungsten-enclosed carbon pellet with size o f 

\2.m m ^x\.2m m L is Anc= 2 x l0 13cm"3, whereas the 

density rise is expected to be Ane=3xlO l3cm'3 i f  all the 

particles o f the pellet are fu lly  confined in the plasma. 

The gradual increase in the density after the pellet 

injection from 3.87s to 4.07s is due to the change in the 

edge particle transport. When the edge temperature 

decreases in LHD, the edge particle confinement

wavelength side Ge-like (W42*) and Ga-like (W43*) 

tungsten also exist at 61.3A. The detailed spectral 

structure near Zn-like tungsten l，6] observed at 

Te=2.90keV is shown in Fig.5 (f).
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Fig.5 EUV spectra from Zn-like (W44+: 60.9A) 
tungsten ions at different electron temperatures of 
(a) 1.85keV, (b) 2.35keV, (c) 2.7keV, (d) 3.05keV and 
(e) 3.25keV. Hatched area indicates the vicinity of 
the Zn-like tungsten. Enlarged spectrum at 
Te=2.90keV near Zn-like tungsten is plotted in (f).
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increases because o f the reduced particle screening in

the edge stochastic magnetic field layer |17> I8). After

0.45s from the pellet injection the electron temperature 

begins to recover since the electron density decreases. 

Although the density o f tungsten ions after the pellet

Category I I_______________________________
injection is not exactly known, at least, it gradually

decreases as a function o f time because the impurity 

confinement time roughly ranges in 0.2- 1.0s at the 

plasma center.
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Fig.7 Observed vertical intensity profile and (b) calculated local emissivity profile o f Zn-like (W 44̂  60.9A) 
4p-4s transition and (c) determination o f W 44+ ion density. The calculated local emissivity profile at 
T c=4.6keV is used for the fitting  to observed local emissivity profile.

The intensity o f Zn-like tungsten is analyzed for the 

electron temperature recovery phase indicated with 

hatched area in Fig.6 (b). The result is plotted with 

solid circles in Fig.6 (c) as a function o f central 

electron temperature. The Zn-like tungsten intensity 

evaluated from the present discharge takes the 

maximum value at Te=2.8keV as a sharp function o f 

electron temperature. The density o f Zn-like tungsten 

calculated at the plasma center is also plotted in Fig.6
(c) with solid line. The electron temperature at which 

the nw44f takes the maximum is 4.5keV in the present 

impurity transport code. A large difference is clearly 

seen between the observation and the calculation. 

The reason definitely originates in a discrepancy in the 

ionization and recombination rate coefficients. The 

discrepancy o f the rate coefficients from ADPAK code

is studied for several ionization stages o f tungsten レ】. 

The present result shows a similar tendency to the 

previous result, that is, the recombination rate o f 

a DPAK is small compared to the experiment for 

Zn-like tungsten. However, several data from other 

ionization stages o f tungsten are necessaiy to improve 

the impurity transport code by comparing the data 

between the present and previous results quantitatively. 

Radial intensity profile o f Zn-like tungsten with 4p-4s 

transition at 60.9A has been measured using a 

space-resolved EUV spectrometer in LHD 間 . The 

absolute sensitivity o f the spectrometer is accurately 

determined using bremsstrahlung continuum from 

LHD [20]. A typical result is shown in Fig.7 (a). The 

centrally peaked profile indicates the Zn-like tungsten 

ion exists in the plasma center. In order to compare
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with the impurity transport calculation, the

chord-integrated vertical profile o f Zn-like tungsten in 

Fig.7 (a) is reconstructed to the local emissivity profile 

using Abel inversion technique. The resultant profile 

plotted in Fig.7 (c) with solid line seems to have two 

components. It is probably an effect o f the line 

blending with tungsten emission from ions in lower 

ionization stage. We need further examination on the 

Zn-like tungsten spectrum to conclude the true reason. 

We calculate the emission coefficient o f 4p-4s 

transition for the Zn-like tungsten based on HULL AC 

code. The radial emissivity profile o f Zn-like 

tungsten is also calculated with different electron 

temperatures, as seen in Fig.7 (b). The emission 

location moves from the central region to the outside 

o f plasma when the central electron temperature 

increases. In this calculation the tungsten ion density 

integrated along the whole plasma volume is assumed 

to be 10'4 to the electron density. In order to 

determine the tungsten density the measured local 

emissivity profile in Fig.7 (c) is compared with the 

transport calculation. The best fitting to the measured 

profile is obtained at Tc=4.6keV, as shown in Fig.7 (c) 

with dotted line. O f course, the temperature used in 

the present analysis is much different from the real 

temperature (Te=2.8keV) because o f the uncertainty o f 

recombination rate. From this analysis the nw44' is 

estimated to be 1.4x1 O'4 to the electron density o f 

4 x l0 13cm*3 at the plasma center. The total tungsten 

density in the plasma center can be then evaluated 

from nw44 to be 3.5x10 I0cm'3 (nw/ne=8.8xl0 '4). The

Category II_______________________________
total radiation loss, Piad, is calculated with average ion

model 121,221 using the present tungsten density. We 

roughly estimate the value as Pra(j=4MW. Since the 

measured Prad in the present discharge ranges in 

3-4MW after the tungsten pellet injection, the 

estimated Prad from the present analysis seems to be 

reasonable.

5. Summary

Tungsten spectra in EUV wavelength range have been 

studied in LHD with radial distribution. Several 

problems are pointed out through the present study in 

addition to the previous works carried out in tokamaks 

i f  we study the impurity transport o f tungsten ions. 

The subjects to be solved for the tungsten diagnostics 

are summarized in the following.

1 . In relatively low-temperature range (Te<2keV) the 

EXJV spectrum from tungsten is very complicated due 

to the appearance o f UTA, which is not easy to 

analyze.

2. Collisional-radiative model has to be constructed to 

analyze the UTA structure.

3. A quantitative analysis o f tungsten is possible in 

high-temperature range (Te>2keV) when Zn-like 

(W44+) or Cu-like (W 45 ) ions are measured.

4. A t present the tungsten transport study is entirely 

d ifficu lt due to a large uncertainty o f the 

recombination rate.

5. Accuracy o f the recombination rate has to be 

increased in addition to the wavelength.

6 . The use o f magnetic dipole transition (M l)  is

____  —  Shigeru MORITA
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alternative method to diagnose the tungsten ions by 

finding the good M l line in visible or VUV range f23l
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